
Estimating parameter values of a plant growth
model with a Neural network

General overview (http://amapstudio.cirad.fr/soft/rococau/start)
RoCoCau is a plant growth simulator that can produce the 3D shape of a realistic plant along time. It 
takes into account both stem and root part of the plant. The kind of output it produces looks like :

or    

The software that does the simulation takes benefit of an architecture that allows to add plugins to the 
default kernel. Plugins can affect the default behavior of the simulation taking into account functional 
hypothesis.
TOY is a functional plugin that expresses the dependency between roots and shoots. It assumes that 
sugar is produced thanks to the carbon taken in the air by leaves, thanks to the water taken in the soil by
roots and thanks to the energy captured from light by leaves. It also assumes that plants are constantly 
balancing both compartments growth so that they can homogeneously contribute to further sugar 
production. To do so, sugars are shared in opposite proportion of contribution (the compartment that 
contributes the more (carbon or water) receives the less (sugar)). Growth is modulated according to a 
simple rule that drives death, branching and apical growth as a function of growth rate (ratio between 
actual available compartment sugar and maximum available sugar in case of optimal environment).

A plant grown in optimal conditions(RoCoCau+TOY) same plant with water stress(RoCoCau+TOY)



Internship 
The aim of this internship is to assess calibration tools of the TOY module parameters using deep 
learning methods applied on simulated plants databases. Some results were already obtained [1] using 
the Voxnet convolution network (https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7353481). Based on these 
results, the student will have to propose improvements about the flowchart of data processing both 
applied on network structure, on input/output and on the distance measurement for learning process. 

Internship will last 6 month preferably beginning in march 2023 and take place at Amap. Daily 
allowance and company restoration are included.

Required level of knowledge: Master degree or equivalent. Computer science specialty in machine 
learning. Very good knowledge of Python language is required. A first touch about neural networks and
dedicated software environment (pytorch, tensorflow) is necessary. 

Supervision: Internship will take place in Montpellier (France) at UMR AMAP (http://amap.cirad.fr). 
The candidate will be supervised by JF Barczi (barczi@cirad.fr) for the plant growth modeling and 
simulation topic [2] and by Philippe Borianne (borianne@cirad.fr) for the neural network topic [3]. 
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